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of metal. Stone or flint tools were used long
after the introduction of metal, even as late
as the nineteenth century. Thus far the
earliest writing found occurs in Chalcolithie
times.
Settlements of early man began in caves,
on hills or along the banks of rivers at
points where he found protection from
weather and wild animals. Refuse and
eaves. Objects of daily use such as cook-
ing pots, weapons, or stone tools were broken
or lost and remained buried under the
debris. Perhaps the cave was deserted for a
time and a layer of dirt or what the
archaeologists call a sterile stratum accumu-
lated. Years afterward new people came to
live in the old cave and the same process
continued. The most recent peoples lived
on top. Therefore when the archaeologist
commences to excavate in a cave he finds
the earlier material below. These periods
of occupation arc usually called strata or
levels, although they are almost never a
plane such as the top of a table. From a
study of the way objects have accumulated
the archaeologist is able to determine which
were contemporary. This is of primary
importance in the reconstruction of the
lives of these early peoples. For example,
he may find a bone harpoon lying near a
flint knife. Pie concludes that man of that
time used both flint and bone, that he knew
how to carve bone, and that probably he ate
fish which he caught with the harpoon.
When man learned to build dwellings of
stone and sun dried brick he built his
villages in the open. Usually he chose a site
which commanded easy protection, was near
water, or was on an elevation where he
could watch the approach of his enemies.
Dwellings were made of available materials
—stone, wood, or brick. In many parts of
the world wood was a scarce commodity so
early man used rushes, stone or bricks.
Refuse dumped in the streets and byways
raised the level of the roadway until the
door sills often were several feet below the
street. This process can be observed in
modern cities where owing to the accumu-
lation of debris the street level is higher
than formerly.
Dwellings were deserted either because
of war, pestilence, or other disturbance.
Walls fell in and buried under them what-
ever remained on the floor* When destruc-
 as at Pompeii
was buried by the eruption of the volcano
Vesuvius, all the possessions of the people
so destroyed remained in their accustomed
places. Only objects broken or lost were
left in cities which had been gradually
deserted.
^ During the course of many centuries
village upon village was built where the
first early settlement started. The process
resembled a layer cake, with each layer
representing the accumulations of each vil-
lage. Later peoples leveled off the ruins
before they built a new house. Sometimes
they used materials from earlier towns
underneath which they dug up rather than
secure new. Thus objects from many periods
may be confused and certain strata utterly
destroyed, adding to difficulties of the work
of the archaeologist. These sites of ancient
towns are variously called mounds, tells
(Arabic), liiiyuks (Turkish) and tepes
(Turkish). To the experienced eye they are
easily distinguished from natural hills by
their flat tops, steep regular sides, absence
of natural rock formation and the presence
of broken pottery sherds.
Besides eaves and mounds, the archaeolo-
gist is sometimes fortunate in finding build-
ings partially or wholly intact: for example
the great temples in Greece, Italy, Syria,
and Egypt. In this case the problem is to
restore fallen pieces to their original places
and to study the architecture.
Burial Sites Furnish Valuable Becords.
Ancient peoples often took great care in
the burial of their dead and the archaeolo-
gist is able to learn much from a study of
graves and tombs. Early peoples believed
that the dead man needed material things
in the next world so they furnished him
with servants and food. In the case of
kings or important men, wives and servants
as well as animals were killed and placed
in the tomb, as at Ur in Mesopotamia. In
Egypt, models were substituted for the
living people. Many of the finest museum
pieces discovered by excavators all over the
world come from graves, such as the tomb
of Tut-ankh-amen or the Royal Tombs at Ur,
Archaeology supplements written records.
In prehistory, archaeology must reconstruct
the lives of the first men. Later when men
learned to write they left written records
on stone, clay tablets, and finally papyrus
and parchment. All these records add

